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Dear Colleagues,
 
We are excited to present our latest catalog of fun and engaging animated series, passionately 
produced to captivate young audiences around the world. These series have been created by 
best-in-class talent with the goal of helping children grow by sparking their imagination, and 
fostering their confidence, social awareness, and empathy, … and most of all, entertaining them!
We hope you will enjoy discovering them as much as we loved crafting them.
Thank you for your continued support. 
On behalf of the Cyber Group Studios team,

 
Dominique Bourse

Chairman & CEO

Illustration by Roxane Brossard 



NEW





Sunny Zaki and his younger, sister, Rue are all about the exciting, fast-paced 
world of the SUPER RABBIT BOY video game. The athletic, brave and funny 
Super Rabbit Boy is the main character of his fantastical game-world, and 
Sunny and Rue are total fans of the pixel hero. 
When the siblings play the game, they actually end up IN it! Their life is flipped 
upside down as Sunny and Rue go from being Super Rabbit Boy’s biggest fans 
to being Super Rabbit Boy’s best friends! 

Based on Scholastic’s best-selling book series written and illustrated by British 
creator Thomas Flintham.

Available Languages
English, Spanish Latin American. 

© CYBER GROUP STUDIOS 

FROM ORDINARY KIDS TO EXTRAORDINARY HEROES!

PRESS START! /////  BRIDGE  /////  52x11’ ///// IN PRODUCTION

https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/press-start/




Camille, Amy and Mike founded the Mongooses e-sports team. One day, they 
need to replace their captain and meet Alex, a passionate and charismatic 
football player... but who seems to be a complete  noob when it comes to video 
games!  

Yet, Alex turns out to be super gifted! Plus, he shows the qualities of a real 
Captain: courage, perseverance and team spirit. He’s able to bring out the best 
in each of them! As outsiders, they’ll need all their strengths and talent to win. 

LET THE MATCH BEGIN! Will they survive the pressure?!

Available Languages
English, French, Italian.

© CYBER GROUP STUDIOS - GRAPHILM ENTERTAINMENT - SCRAWL ANIMATION  

WELCOME TO THE LAND OF TITANS’ E-SPORTS CHAMPIONSHIPS! 

ALEX PLAYER ///// KIDS ///// 26x22’ ///// IN PRODUCTION

https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/programs/alex-player/




Meet the Mc Fires : Dave, Candace and their 3 kids Sparkle, Tom and Jax, a 
family of firefighters! Together with the extra help of their dog Rush and their 
own robot Squeeze, they keep the city safe every day!
 
Thanks to their high-tech gadgets and equipment, each of them can have 
super cool abilities like running fast, bouncing and gripping on walls or heavy 
lifting. They will need to join forces and work together as a team to succeed 
in their mission …which is no easy task when you live under the same roof!
 
Join the coolest family of heroes in their daily adventures! From saving a cat 
from the top of a building to stopping a cook from setting his own kitchen on 
fire through saving a museum’s artefacts from a flood… the Mc Fire family 
will always find the best way to save the day!

Available Language
English, French, Italian.

MC FIRE AWAY!

THE MC FIRE FAMILY  /////  BRIDGE  ///// 52x11’ ///// IN PRODUCTION

© CYBER GROUP STUDIOS – GRAPHILM ENTERTAINMENT - SCRAWL ANMATION

https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/programs/the-mcfire-family/




In 2050 in Frisco City, an advanced high-tech town run by AI tech-giant 
ARCADIA, all eyes are on the rivalry between HACK GIRL and DIGITAL GIRL!
HACK GIRL is against the hyper connectivity of the city and short-circuits the  
systems by creating viruses and bugs in the deep network. Luckily, DIGITAL 
GIRL can digitize herself to access the deep network and keep it safe from the 
plans of the skilled programmer.

But in real life HACK GIRL and DIGITAL GIRL are actually Chrissie and Bella: 
two best friends who study together at the same high school! But they don’t 
know about it. In fact, no one has any idea of who they are outside the network
Will their true identity be revealed? Who will win the battle for the city’s 
future? Pick your side and join this new epic digital fight!

Available Language
English.

© A PRODUCTION

BEST FRIENDS IN REAL LIFE, ARCH ENEMIES IN THE NETWORK…

DIGITAL GIRL /////  KIDS  ///// 26x22’ ///// IN PRODUCTION

https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/programs/digital-girl/


S4 coming soon!     



ROCKY, BILL, TINY and MAZU are four young dinosaurs growing up in the 
Cretaceous period. Life is always an adventure: new volcanoes pop up all 
the time, long-necked brachiosauruses and enormous triceratopses roam 
free, meteor showers light up the night sky and… the fierce Gigantosaurus 
reigns over it all!

And more Gigantosaurus contents!
Giganto club (26x12’ and 30x6’) : an interactive show where kids can learn new 
facts about dinosaurs through fun activities  (DIYs, dance choreography…) , all in 
real-time animation : it’s edutainment at its best!
Giganto songs (12x3’) : playful songs available to sing along with with the dinos!
Giganto shorts: short-form contents to know more about the world of 
Gigantosaurus.

Available Languages
English, French, Arabic, Bahasa Indonesia, Brazilian, Danish, Dutch, 
Finnish, German, Greek, Hebrew, Hindi, Italian, Japanese, Korean, 
Mandarin, Mongolian, Norwegian, Polish, Portuguese, Romanian, 
Russian, Spanish Castilian, Spanish Latin American, Swedish, Taiwanese, 
Thai, Turkish, Ukrainian, Vietnamese.

GIGANTOSAURUS /////  BRIDGE  /////  156x11’ or 78x22’ ///// 3 SEASONS

© CYBER GROUP STUDIOS 

https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/giganto-club/
https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/gigantosaurus-songs/
https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/gigantosaurus-shorts-2/
https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/gigantosaurus/




In Terraqua, a world that is 95% covered in water, the eco-technology genius 
Wyatt Whale has organized the Whale Cup, a drone race competition to 
determine his future apprentice. 

Team Tiki with Corto, Mouse & Enki is determined to win the competition: 
each race is set in a different location, and having the best pilot does not 
always mean having the best chance to win; the teams need to analyze the 
circuit and adapt to its natural environment, often using biomimicry. Team 
Tiki will pull out all the tricks and tenacity they have to compete against their 
fierce opponents.

But the Tikis are not only after glory; becoming Wyatt Whale’s new apprentices 
is also their only chance to access the newest eco-technology and find a way to 
save their island.

RACE TO SAVE THE PLANET!
© CYBER GROUP STUDIOS - SUPAMONKS - LA CHOUETTE CIE  

DRONERS /////  KIDS  /////  52x22’ ///// 2 SEASONS

Available Languages 
English, French, German, Korean, Portuguese.

https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/droners/




Mo and Sam have inherited powers from their great-great-great-grandma who 
happened to have had a fling with a superhero many moons ago. But, being 
half-siblings, they’re going to have to share these powers down the middle. 
In other words, if they’re not working together, these two “sorta superheroes“ 
run half as fast, turn half invisible, and shoot threads half as far! 

No latex suits for these heroes, and no missions to save the world. Nope! 
All Mo and Sam have to do is make their daily lives as kids half-livable. A 
challenge even Superman probably wouldn’t want to face!

Available Languages 
English, French, Italian.

HALF BROTHER - HALF SISTER, HALF-POWERS!

© CYBER GROUP STUDIOS

50/50 HEROES /////  KIDS  /////  52x11’ 

https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/50-50-heroes/




© CYBER GROUP STUDIOS

Welcome to The Muchmore Manor, home of the uber-rich Mrs. Muchmore and 
her beloved, red bow-wearing dog, Bentley. Together, they lead a luxurious 
and happy life - unlike the down-on-his-luck and trash-eating racoon Scraggs, 
who spends his days jealously gazing at the constant food deliveries coming 
in the Manor.

Eventually, a brilliant idea pops into his head: if he wore a little red bow around 
his neck too, he could pretend to be a cute little cat and live in the Manor.
And it works! Mrs. Muchmore adopts him and names him Taffy. But while 
being obsessed with her new kitty companion, her loyal dog Bentley totally 
mistrusts the newcomer. He will do everything he can to expose that dirty 
raccoon, even if this challenge doesn’t come without a few scratches...

Available Languages 
English, French, Bulgarian, Czech, German, Hungarian, Norwegian, Polish, 
Romanian.

BOW-TIE ON – CAT. BOW-TIE OFF – RACCOON! 

TAFFY /////  KIDS & FAMILY ///// 156x7’ ///// 2 SEASONS 

https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/taffy/


‣ Full episodes in HD
‣ Episodes available in English 
and other languages

DID YOU REGISTER TO ACCESS OUR SCREENING ROOM?

https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/


KIDS





Available Languages 
English, French.

WATCH OUT— ZAK HAS ARRIVED!

Today, Zak decided to get out of the private math lessons his parents want 
him to take by inventing an imaginary teacher.
  
He also plans on:
- replacing the whole class’ tests with new ones that contain the right 
answers, to repair the injustice of a surprise test;
- having Princess, his adorable yet clumsy dog, win a beauty contest to prove 
the Mafiolos twins wrong;
- and avoiding his best friend’s teenage sister, who’s out for revenge after 
they read her journal!
 
Really, for every problem, Zak has a solution.  But beware ! Because when 
you hang out with Zak, cars turn into Star Trick  Vessels and take off to 
Planet Mischief!

© LABEL ANIM

ZAK JINKS /////  KIDS  ///// 104x13’ ///// 2 SEASONS 

https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/zak-jinks/




Mark Twain’s The Adventures of Tom Sawyer is a treasure among classic 
American literature.

Tom Sawyer is a child’s fantasy: free, bold, curious and courageous; every 
Tom Sawyer story exudes adventure! Tom also teaches kids to think for 
themselves and ultimately helps them grow up.

Seriously, what child wouldn’t dream of going on a treasure hunt with 
Huckleberry Finn? 

Available Languages 
English, French, German, Italian, Portuguese.

FREEDOM, FRIENDSHIP AND WILD ADVENTURES!

© CYBER GROUP STUDIOS – HR – HESSISCHER RUNDFUNK - PVP ANIMATION IV INC. 

TOM SAWYER /////  KIDS  ///// 26x22’ 

https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/tom-sawyer/




When Sadie finds an ancient magician’s hat, she discovers that it comes with a 
tenant: enter Gilbert, magical bunny and assistant to the most famous wizards 
throughout history! 

But Sadie is a teenage girl and Gilbert is an old grouch, so it’s not exactly love at 
first sight. Still, it soon becomes clear to Gilbert that this magician-in-training 
is the real deal; if only Sadie would concentrate on learning the rules of magic 
instead of using it as a shortcut for all sorts of pointless teenage shenanigans! 
Gilbert always has to go along with her crazy schemes... and occasionally has 
to admit that he enjoys it!

Hey, if you’d been stuck in a hat for 700 years, you’d want to let loose a little too! Available Languages 
English, French, Arabic, Hebrew, Hungarian, Italian, Polish.

THERE IS ALWAYS A CATCH WITH MAGIC!

© BROWN BAG FILMS - CYBER GROUP STUDIOS

SADIE SPARKS /////  KIDS  ///// 52x11’ or 26x22’ 

https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/sadie-sparks/




Available Languages 
English, French, Arabic, Danish, German*, Hungarian, Italian, Norwegian, 
Polish, Spanish Latin American, Swedish.

AN EXTRAORDINARY HERO ON A QUEST FOR JUSTICE!
Discover how the world’s most famous masked hero was born. 

Back to basics! Zorro takes you on a whirlwind trip of endless fights for 
freedom and justice... With the bad guys’ plots and Zorro’s cunning tricks and 
jokes, not to mention spectacular sword combats, the adventure never stops! 

With Ines, his twin sister, and Bernardo, his faithful friend, Zorro returns to 
save us when we need him the most.

ZORRO THE CHRONICLES /////  KIDS  ///// 26x22’ 

© CYBER GROUP STUDIOS – ZORRO PRODUCTIONS INC. 

*66 minutes film

https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/zorro-the-chronicles/




Available Languages 
Season 1: English, French, Brazilian, Hindi, Mandarin, Polish, Spanish Latin 
American, Tamoul.
Season 2: English, French.

EPIC STORIES WITH A TWIST OF NINJA HUMOR!

Want to know the secret to becoming a great ninja? Watch Mini Ninjas!
Hiro, Suzume, Futo, Kunochi, Shun, Tora are the next generation of ninjas. 
Their mission: defend the Land Below The Clouds from the warlord Ashida. 
The evil master’s Kuji wizardry can transform innocent animals into fearsome 
(but fortunately dumb!) samurais. Stopping Ashida is no easy task for 
12-year-olds but fortunately this challenge will also come with its load of 
comic situations and funny jokes along the way!

© TF1 PRODUCTION – CYBER GROUP STUDIOS – ENANIMATION - RTBF (OUFTIVI)

MINI NINJAS ////  KIDS  ///// 104x11’ ///// 2 SEASONS 

https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/mini-ninjas/


Available Language 
English.

WHEN THE BREAKFAST CLUB MEETS ZOMBIELAND! 

In this hilarious action-packed coming-of-age story,12-year-old Jack Sullivan 
and his best friends Quint, June and Dirk are forced to survive alone in a world 
of monsters. That’s pretty much the plot of a video game right?!

Jack, a gung-ho optimistic, goofy, sarcastic comic book nerd bounced all over 
the country from different families and different homes to another. It is only 
after ending up in the town of Wakefield that it all happened: The Monster and 
Zombie Apocalypse. 

For his whole life, he’s been wishing for a family – and now he’s got one: a 
family of best buddies!

© ATOMIC CARTOONS INC.

THE LAST KIDS ON EARTH /////  KIDS  ///// 24x22’ 

https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/the-last-kids-on-earth/


© CYBER GROUP STUDIOS. 

Available Languages 
English, French, Brazilian, Italian, Norwegian, Spanish Latin American, 
Swedish.

HOLD ON TO YOUR HATS! PIRATES IN SIGHT!

Ah-haaar! The small town of Dull-On-Sea is turned upside down by the arrival 
of… a family of pirates! 
For Matilda, the splashdown of these new neighbors is a dream come true. 
With Jim Lad, the Jolley-Rogers’ son, there’s no chance of getting bored. 
Despite, or thanks to their differences, an unshakeable bond is formed 
between Jim and Matilda. 

Best friends and comrades, they get into all sorts of trouble, shattering the 
calm of their tiny town, breaking the rules of its stiff residents and turning 
every day into a new adventure.

THE PIRATES NEXT DOOR ///// KIDS ///// 52x11’ 

https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/the-pirates-next-door/


Available Languages 
French, English, Brazilian, German, Russian, Spanish Latin American.

DISCOVER THE FIRST TRAVELLING DETECTIVE COMEDY!

Mirette is a ten-year-old with a passion for mysteries: disappearances, thefts, 
clues, suspects, culprits, high-speed chases, arrests...she loves it all! In the course 
of her various investigations, she’s assisted by Jean-Pat, her « catssistant », a 
lazy but clever ginger tomcat who just wants to eat. 

Filled with humor, Mirette and Jean-Pat arguments are gems: sparing each 
other with clever one-liners. They tackle mysteries in the greatest cities in the 
world, from London to Paris through New York and Cairo. 
Explore the world with our dynamic duo!

MIRETTE INVESTIGATES /////  KIDS  ///// 52x11’  

© CYBER GROUP STUDIOS - ARD/WDR - KD PRODUCTIONS TOONS&GAMES - TELEVISIÓ DE CATALUNYA

https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/mirette-investigates/


Available Languages 
English, French, Brazilian, Danish, German, Spanish Latin American.

A POIGNANT DEPICTION OF LIFE DURING WORLD WAR II

Ernest and Colette go to their grandparents’ house near the Normandy coast  
for the holidays. As World War II rumbles on, those weeks will turn into five 
years. 

This series sheds new light on a unique historic event; an epic war, patriotic 
actions, etc; all viewed through the eyes of two young city children who know 
nothing of life in the country. 

Despite the war, they will experience wonderful adventures while exploring 
nature, making new friends, and even hanging out with farm animals.

THE LONG LONG HOLIDAY /////  KIDS & FAMILY  ///// 10x26’ or 5x50’ 

© LES ARMATEURS / BLUE SPIRIT STUDIO. DISTRIBUTION: CYBER GROUP STUDIOS. 

https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/long-long-holiday/


Available Languages
English, Brazilian, Italian, Spanish Castilian, Spanish Latin American, 
Turkish, Ukrainian.

BUCKLE UP FOR A COSMIC ADVENTURE WITH ROBBIE AND HIS 
TEAM! 

Robbie represents Earth as a member of Team Quantum – an elite, 
eccentric team of heroes who saves the universe every day (and hopefully in 
time for Robbie to get to his third-period Science class!). 

Together with Quantum Ray, Atee, Geecey and Bucketworth, they battle evil: 
from brilliant aliens to cosmic surfers and more. 

© 2008 SPLASH ENTERTAINMENT - METHOD FILMS - SKC&CO. - LTD - KIKA - ARD-HR - TELEGAEL 

COSMIC QUANTUM RAY /////  KIDS  ///// 26x22’  

https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/cosmic-quantum-ray/


JOIN THE MODERN-DAY DESCENDANTS OF THE FAMOUS INVENTOR 
IN THEIR ADVENTURES!

Follow Pablo DaVinci, his sister Zoe and their wacky Uncle Leo as they travel 
the world in search of rare artifacts to sell at Leo’s antique shop. 

Along the way, they will have to outsmart the Society of Very Bad Villains, 
who will stop at nothing to achieve world domination. From the pyramids 
of Egypt to the polar ice caps, The DaVincis are always ready for whatever 
comes their way!

Available Languages
English, French, Brazilian, Hebrew, Portuguese, Spanish Castilian, 
Spanish Latin American.

© 2011 NEO NETWORK - RAI FICTION - CARTOBALENO - SPLASH ENTERTAINMENT - SLR 
PRODUCTIONS. - TELEGAEL - BIG ANIMATION - VERVE COMMUNICATION 

THE DAVINCIBLES /////  KIDS  ///// 52x13’ 

TM

TM

TM

TM

https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/the-davincibles/


© ANIMALIA PRODUCTIONS PFTC / PRODUCED BY ANIMALIA PRODUCTIONS PTY LTD. 

Available Languages 
English, French, Arabic, Italian, Portuguese, Spanish Latin American.

WELCOME TO THE ANIMAL KINGDOM!

Join Zoe and Alex on a thrilling adventure as they are swept from their local 
library into Animalia - a unique world of talking animals!

Something’s afoot in the peaceful kingdom; Zoe and Alex’s arrival coincides 
with a series of unusual events undermining the very heart of Animalia, called 
the Core. 

Zoe and Alex, together with their new friends, use their wits and imagination 
to solve the mystery of what’s going wrong in Animalia and bring harmony 
back to the land.

ANIMALIA /////  KIDS  ///// 40x24’  

https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/animalia/


AN IRREVERENT LOOK AT ADOLESCENCE THROUGH THE EYES OF 
CREEPIE CREECHER! 

Hey! I’m Creepie. I go to Middleton Middle School, an ordinary school filled 
with ordinary kids with all the ordinary problems of growing up. Ew!
In my case, life is anything but ordinary. You see, I was raised by bugs. 
Get the Picture? WICKED!

Available Languages
English, French, Arabic, Brazilian, Danish, German, Italian, Japanese, 
Norwegian, Spanish Castilian, Spanish Latin American, Swedish.

© 2007 SPLASH ENTERTAINMENT - LLC - TELEGAEL TEO. - ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

GROWING UP CREEPIE ///// KIDS  ///// 52x13’

https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/growing-up-creepie/


IN THE NAME OF PEACE!

Long ago in The Hidden Kingdom, animals and humans lived together 
in joyful harmony… until the evil HighRoller convinced the animals that 
humans were their enemies.

But there is hope, thanks to a rebel force of young heroes known as
First Squad, who will face off against a variety of fierce creatures to win 
back the kingdom.

Available Languages
Season 1: English, French, Arabic, Brazilian, German, Polish, 
Spanish Latin American.
Season 2: English, Brazilian, Spanish Latin American.

© 2009 SPLASH ENTERTAINMENT - LLC - TELEGAEL  © 2011 SPLASH ENTERTAINMENT - LLC - TELEGAEL

HERO: 108 /////  KIDS  ///// 104x13’ ///// 2 SEASONS

https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/hero-108/


STATUS: COMPLETED

THE SKY’S THE LIMIT WHEN YOUR BEST FRIEND IS A ROCKET!

Vinnie Q’s birthday wish comes true when he receives an 
honest-to-goodness,fully-functional, state-of-the-art and totally 
out of control Rocket for his birthday. 
 
With no idea of what he’s about to get himself into, he takes off full speed 
ahead into adventures and more importantly... misadventures.

Available Languages
English, French, Arabic, Dutch, Italian, Polish, Spanish Castilian

© 2007 TAFFY PRODUCTIONS - SLR  PRODUCTIONS - KI.KA.ARD - EUROPOOL - SUNWOO 
ENTERTAINMENT - NEW SOUTH WALES FILM AND TELEVISION OFFICE. 

I GOT A ROCKET! /////  KIDS  ///// 52x13’  

https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/i-got-a-rocket/


TOMMY’S NEW ROOMMATES ARE OUT OF THIS WORLD! 

After aliens take refuge in his lighthouse and take over his life, Tommy 
struggles to educate his house guests about the way things are done on 
Earth. 

But the uninvited aliens have their own ideas about what’s best for Tommy 
and his fabulous little mudball of a planet.   

Available Languages
Season 1: English, French, Arabic, Brazilian, Danish, Hungarian, Italian, 
Norwegian, Polish, Romanian, Spanish Castilian, Spanish Latin American, 
Swedish
Season 2: English, French, Arabic, Danish, Hungarian, Italian, Norwegian, 
Polish, Romanian, Spanish Latin American, Swedish

© 2005 SPLASH ENT. - MOONSCOOP - CREST COMMUNICATION - TELEGAEL - TPS JEUNESSE
© 2007 SPLASH ENTERTAINMENT - MOONSCOOP - TELEGAEL - TPS JEUNESSE - KI.KA - ARD. 

PET ALIEN ///// KIDS  ///// 104x13’ ///// 2 SEASONS

https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/pet-alien/


HALF-HUMAN, HALF-WITCH, TWICE THE EXCITMENT! 

Being half-human and half-witch means double the fun, double the 
drama and ... double the homework! 

Follow Sabrina as she leads two vastly different lives: one as a klutzy 
high school student, the other as a top sorcery student in a magical 
world. 

When her two worlds collide, Sabrina is the only one with the power to 
battle her foes while keeping her magic abilities secret from humankind.
 

Available Languages
English, French, Arabic, German, Hebrew, Italian, Portuguese, Russian, 
Spanish Castilian, Spanish Latin America.

© 2014 SPLASH ENTERTAINMENT - LLC - TELEGAEL TEORANTA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

SABRINA, SECRETS OF A TEENAGE WITCH ///// KIDS  ///// 26x22’  

https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/sabrina-secrets-of-a-teenage-witch/


LET THE YUCKS BEGIN!

Oh Yuck! is a fast-paced, laughter-filled, stinky comedy series for kids 
that mixes stories with scientific fact to explore all things disgusting - from 
poop to stinky feet, head lice to oozing pus, and much, much more!  

Join filth enthusiast Dr. Septico Yuck on a wild, hilarious and totally 
unexpected ride. 

Available Language
English.

© 2017 OH YUCK PRODUCTION (AUSTRALIA) PTY LTD - OH YUCK PRODUCTIONS INC. 

OH YUCK! ///// KIDS  ///// 26x22’  

https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/oh-yuck/


Available Languages 
English, French.

HAVE FUN WITH NINA AND HER KOOKY FRIENDS!

Nina Patalo is a curious and playful girl with an overactive imagination.
 
Naturally, she loves living with her unusual best friends: Andy, the punchy 
duck, also known as Quack Quack; Walter the caveman and only adult in 
the home; and Patalo, a Polymorpho who can change himself into anything 
ending in «o»!

This bizarre bunch of friends will take you on the craziest of adventures!

© JSBC - CGS - CARIBARA ANNECY - YB. 

NINA PATALO ///// KIDS  ///// 78x7’ 

https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/nina-patalo/


WELCOME TO FUNNY BUSINESS ON ICE!

Grenadine is a curious and energetic little Inuit girl who is always up for 
mischief. She loves all kinds of adventure: dangerous missions, elaborate 
investigations, and covert operations. By her side is her friend Peppermint, 
a usually placid penguin, who thinks his friend Grenadine has the right stuff 
to achieve anything she puts her mind to.

Although he’s a LOT more laid back than Grenadine, Peppermint always 
agrees to play the adventure-sidekick role to make his best friend happy. 

© PATOON-ANIMATION - TF1 - FABRIQUE D’IMAGES - CYBER GROUP STUDIOS. 

Available Languages 
English, French.

GRENADINE & PEPPERMINT ///// KIDS  ///// 78x7’  

https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/grenadine-peppermint/


BRIDGE





Available Languages 
English, Italian.

© GRAPHILM ENTERTAINMENT - WHAOUH - CYBER GROUP STUDIOS

THE FIRST FEMALE SCRIBE OF ANCIENT EGYPT!

Nefertine is an eight-year-old girl who lives in ancient Egypt and is gifted with 
inexhaustible curiosity and courage. 
She aspires to be the first female scribe in the History of Egypt and is 
constantly recording her exciting life experiences in her papyrus-diary.
Nefertine occasionally gets herself into sticky situations, but luckily her 
trusted friend Piramses is always there to give her a hand. The two friends, 
accompanied by the cat Micerina, go on incredible adventures, from 
investigating mysterious mummies to discovering the secrets of the sphinx. 

Follow these adventures and more with Nefertine on the Nile!

NEFERTINE ON THE NILE ///// BRIDGE ///// 52x13’ 

https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/nefertine-on-the-nile/




GORDON IS A BULL... AND A COUNSELOR.

With the help of his friends, 2 seven-day old rascal chick twins, he helps all 
the animals around the barnyard, giving them advice and solving their kind 
of silly everyday problems. Indeed, Gordon is thoughtful and good at sorting 
out any misunderstanding in this odd community. 

So who will Gordon help today ? Well let’s see...
Jack is having a terrifying ears crisis;
Salt is jealous and makes scenes with pepper. 
Otto is really stressed out
Byron is exaggerating over nothing
and also... Rupert is just mean! 
Well, the wise bull has a lot on his plate in this animal nuthouse!

Available Languages 
French, English.

© 2 MINUTES

BANANIMALS /////  BRIDGE & FAMILY ///// 78x7’ 

https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/bananimals/




ATCHOO, ATCHOO, WHAT IS THIS VIRUS?!

Hi, I’m Rebecca! I’m six and a half and I live with my mom, my big sister 
Coralie, my dog Missile... and my best friend, Ernest! 
He’s not human, he’s better than that! He’s a virus! I caught him one rainy day 
when I was out looking for frogs and we’ve been together ever since. He’s 
really smart and has tons of crazy ideas to make every day a huge adventure!

Ernest and I make the most of every minute we spend together and help me 
carry out all my projects and super cool plans, even the most «cuckoo crazy» 
ones. Ernest is always the best cure against bad moods. 

Between school and friends, life at my mom’s, all the stuff with my big sister 
and everything Ernest and I make up, we just don’t have the time to get bored!

Available Languages 
French, English.

© MEDIA VALLEY.

ERNEST & REBECCA ///// BRIDGE ///// 52x13’ 

https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/ernest-rebecca/


Available Languages 
English, French, Italian, Russian.

© CYBER GROUP STUDIOS / SCRAWL STUDIOS.

A CONTEMPORARY SERIES ABOUT FRIENDSHIP 
PACKED WITH COMEDY! 

Mademoiselle Zazie is a series about friendship; that of Zazie and Max, two 
inseparable best friends, as well as that of their whole tribe: Pedro, Tariq, 
Cindy, and Abigail! They are all 7-year-olds who live by the beach and have 
tons of fun together. 

The whole bunch shares their games, private jokes, and daily adventures 
with us as they discover the world of grown-ups and try to understand it. 

MADEMOISELLE ZAZIE ///// BRIDGE ///// 78x7’ 

https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/mademoiselle-zazie/


Available Language 
French.

SOS MISSING ANIMALS !
 
Nina sets up PETZ CLUB with Oscar, Tim and Marlou the dog. 
This secret club’s mission is to find any lost animals - hairy ones fluffy ones 
and even those just sniffing and skulking around - and return them to their 
loving owners. 
Our young heroes have to juggle between academic school life, after school 
activities and running a PETZ CLUB investigation. 

Becoming an expert at something when you are just 7 or 8 years old is not the 
easiest thing in the world to do. But our 4 young heroes are dedicated to their 
cause, and always work together to find that lost or wandering pet.

PETZ CLUB ///// BRIDGE /////  52x11’ 

© PICTOR MEDIA ANIMATION - PROJECT IMAGES FILMS

https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/petz-club/


Available Languages 
English, French, Arabic, Bahasa Melayu, Italian, Mandarin, Russian, Spanish 
Latin American.

SHARE BELLY LAUGHS AND THRILLING ADVENTURES! 

Meet Wanji, Nunpa, Yamni and Topa, four wolf-cubs who live with their parents, 
Winyan and Wicasa, within a wolf pack on the plains of North America. 

Our four heroes learn to grow with their own kind, as well as with other species. 
Their friend Tatonka, a lone bison, invites them into a world unknown to 
wolves. They will have to learn how to live outside the family, in a sometimes 
hostile and unpredictable environment. 

© CYBER GROUP STUDIOS

TALES OF TATONKA ///// BRIDGE ///// 52x11’ 

https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/tales-of-tatonka/


PRESCHOOL





In a town inhabited by zebras, five-year-old Zou lives in a house right next door 
to his best friend, Elzee. He is an imaginative and inquisitive foal,  who discovers 
life day by day.
Each day brings a new sense of exploration and fun. And with the help of his 
family and kind friends, Zou learns all about the world he is growing up in.
Follow Zou on a series of fun-filled escapades, scrapes and adventures!

Available Languages 
S1 : English, French, Arabic, Brazilian, Danish, Dutch, Finnish, German, Greek, 
Italian, Korean, Norwegian, Portuguese, Russian, Spanish Castilian, Spanish 
Latin American, Swedish.

THE DAILY LIFE OF A ZEBRA FAMILY, FILLED WITH CURIOSITY, LOVE, 
AND IMAGINATION

© CYBER GROUP STUDIOS ; SCRAWL ANIMATION

ZOU ///// PRESCHOOL ///// 156x11’ ///// 3 SEASONS

S2: English, French, Brazilian, Danish, Dutch, 
German, Italian, Norwegian, Russian, Spanish 
Castilian, Spanish Latin American, Swedish.
S3: English, French, Brazilian, Dutch, German, 
Italian, Mandarin, Portuguese, Russian, Spanish 
Castilian, Spanish Latin American.

https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/zou/




© SOYUZMULTFILM, CYBER GROUP STUDIOS - DISTRIBUTION: CYBER GROUP STUDIOS  

NOT EVERYONE’S THE SAME, IT’S SUPER COOL TO BE YOURSELF!

Polly the striped zebra, Rodion the elephant, Gosha the crocodile, Yana the 
monkey, Pasha the ostrich and his little brother Petya the egg happily live in a 
jungle on a faraway island, where every day is full of adventures and everyone 
speaks their mind.

With Squared Zebra by their side, the group of friends learn to appreciate 
the beauty of the world and to value individual traits in both others and 
themselves.

Available Languages 
English, Russian, Spanish Latin American.

SQUARED ZEBRA ///// PRESCHOOL ///// 78x7’ 

https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/squared-zebra/




Available Languages
Season 1: English, French, Czech, Greek, Korean, Mandarin, 
Russian, Spanish. Castilian, Spanish Latin American, Welsh.
Season 2: English, French, Italian, Korean, Russian.

YOU CAN BE ANYTHING WHEN YOU WEAR A FUN COSTUME!

Meet Chloe, a lovely and curious little girl who loves to play dress up! 
Everyday, her magical wardrobe brings her a new costume to try on 
and when Chloe wears it…She becomes whatever the outfit is ! She then 
embarks upon fantastical adventures along with her friends and Lovely 
Carrot, her favorite binky. 
If she wears a pirate costume, she’ll be treasure hunting on a ship, if she 
puts on a princess dress, she’ll save a castle… Every day is a new exciting 
adventure!

Who will Chloe be next? A vet? A baker? A dancer? Follow her into her 
wonderful dress-up escapades!
  

© 2009 SPLASH  ENTERTAINMENT -  KIKA - KIDS WORLDWIDE FACTORY - TELEGAEL 
© 2011 SPLASH ENTERTAINMENT, LLC, KIKA, KIDS WORLDWIDE FACTORY, TELEGAEL, VISION ANIMATION 

CHLOE’S CLOSET ///// PRESCHOOL  ///// 104x11’ ///// 2 SEASONS 

https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/chloes-closet/




Available Languages
Season 1: English, French, Arabic, Czech (13eps), Danish, Finnish, Japanese 
(26eps), Korean, Russian, Spanish Castilian, Spanish Latin American, 
Swedish, Welsh.
Season 2: English, French, Arabic, Chinese Mandarin, Finnish, Russian, 
Spanish Castilian, Spanish Latin American.

ADVENTURE BEGINS IN THE SEA WITH OLLY!

“Dive Olly Dive!” follows the fun-filled underwater escapades of Olly and 
Beth, two young research submarines in training. Under the guidance of 
their supervisor at the research facility, they discover the marvels of the 
world they live in.

© 2006 SPLASH ENTERTAINMENT - FLYING BARK PRODUCTIONS  - TELEGAEL 
© 2009 SPLASH ENTERTAINMENT - LLC - FLYING BARK PRODUCTIONS - ATLANTYCA ENT. - TELEGAEL 

DIVE OLLY DIVE! ///// PRESCHOOL  ///// 104x13’ ///// 2 SEASONS 

https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/dive-olly-dive/




© ESTEBAN PRODUCTIONS - CYBER GROUP STUDIOS 

SAY HELLO TO THE OZIE BOOS!

“Save The Planet”* (78x5’): A soft and entertaining introduction to ecology 
for preschoolers, featuring the Ozie Boo team, a group of lovely penguins, 
with live-action segments that invite kids to learn about natural resources and 
climate, endangered species, and the importance of protecting the planet.

“Learn to Live Together” S1* (52x2’) & S2** (78x7’): A fun and wonderous 
journey through the animal kingdom.

“Winter Adventures”* (2x26’ or 1x52’): It’s the most magical time of the year for 
the Ozie Boos.

Available Languages 
* English, French, Arabic.
* English, French, Arabic, German, Hungarian, Italian, Norwegian (26 episodes), 
Polish (26 episodes), Portuguese, Russian, Slovenian, Spanish Castilian, Spanish 
Latin American, Turkish.
** English, French, Arabic, Italian, Portuguese, Russian. 
* English, French, Spanish Latin American.

OZIE BOO! ///// PRESCHOOL ///// 3 SEASONS & 1 SPECIAL 

https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/ozie-boo-winter-adventures/
https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/ozie-boo-save-the-planet/
https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/ozie-boo-learn-to-live-together/


IT’S A MOO-COW FAMILY!

Orange Moo-Cow is a sweet animated comedy series for preschoolers 
about family, friendship and love. 

The series follows the daily life of Zoh, an energetic 6-year-old cow, and her 
little brother Boh, a sensitive and curious 4-year-old bull. Along with Mommy 
Cow, Father Bull and their young friends; Cathy the Cat, Grey the Wolf, and 
many others - Zoh and Boh fill their everyday life with fun. 

Follow them on their daily adventures as they try to find answers to their 
many questions in this sweet and fun show for kids all around the world. 

Available Languages 
English, Russian, Spanish Latin American.

© SOYUZMULTFILM, CYBER GROUP STUDIOS - DISTRIBUTION: CYBER GROUP STUDIOS  

ORANGE MOO-COW ///// PRESCHOOL ///// 78x7’

https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/orange-moo-cow/


Our hero, Purple Turtle,  is ingenuous, imaginative and determined  Along with 
his friends Roxy the Chameleon, Zing the Rabbit, Melody the Bird & Tadley the 
Bear, he loves having fun and solving problems with his friends! 

They have a spot they call, “Our Place“ a clearing in the forest with a flower-
rimmed pond fed by a waterfall. It is a natural playground with trees for 
climbing, chutes in the rocks for sliding, and paths for playing.

Purple Turtle and his friends love investigating all the wonders of Our Place, 
whether it’s a strange feather, a uniquely-shaped rock, or a new type of plant.

Available Languages 
English, Spanish Latin American.

THE ADVENTURES OF PURPLE TURTLE CELEBRATE THE JOY OF 
CHILDHOOD 

© AADARSH / TELEGAEL / CYBER GROUP STUDIOS

PURPLE TURTLE ///// PRESCHOOL ///// 52x7’ 

https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/purple-turtle/


IT’S A WONDERFUL COLORFUL WORLD - COME JOIN IN THE FUN! 

Based on Todd Parr’s acclaimed children’s books, 
Toddworld is a celebration of imagination in a world where everyone is 
welcome and beautiful as they are!

You don’t need to look alike to be a family, you just need a lot of love! ... and 
maybe a little help.

Listen to the Toddworld music video jukebox at the end of each episode!
   

Available Languages
Season 1: English, French, Taiwanese, Italian, Spanish 
Castilian, Spanish Latin American.
Season 2: English, Spanish Castilian.

© 2005 SPLASH ENTERTAINMENT - SUPPERTIME ENT. -TODDWORLD - INC.- DQ ENT - TELEGAEL
© 2007 SPLASH ENTERTAINMENT - SUPPERTIME ENT. -TODDWORLD - INC.- DQ ENT - TELEGAEL

TODDWORLD ///// PRESCHOOL  ///// 78x13’ 

https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/toddworld/


Available Languages 
English, French, Arabic, Brazilian, Spanish Latin American.

EXPERIENCE LIFE ON A FARM WITH MANON 
AND HER ANIMAL FRIENDS!

Meet Manon, an independent, mischievous little dreamer who lives on a farm, 
where she shares funny and sweet adventures with all her friends. 
 
Filled with humor, the whimsical daily life of Manon appeals to the sensibility 
and imagination of young children from 2 to 6 years old and illustrates the joy 
of respecting and interacting with nature. 

© CYBER GROUP STUDIOS – PLANET NEMO ANIMATION – SARDINE PRODUCTIONS, EDITIONS MILAN

MANON /////  PRESCHOOL  ///// 52x7’ 

https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/manon/


Available Languages 
English, French, Italian.

JUMP INTO THIS INTERACTIVE EDUTAINMENT SERIES!

Timothy and Annabel are two playful rabbits who love having fun and sharing 
their adventures with children. They especially love puzzles! 
 
After they leap into a magic computer, Timothy and Annabel meet lots of new 
friends, collect clues, and travel through five Magic Lands looking for ways to 
solve the puzzles they’re faced with. 

Timothy and Annabel take us on a journey full of surprises and discoveries, 
with interactive moments and games. 

© CANAL J SAS - CYBER GROUP STUDIOS.

GUESS WHAT? ///// PRESCHOOL ///// 52x7’ 

https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/guess-what/


© POV DIGITAL, IP ANIMATION GROUP, EBS, SKB. DISTRIBUTION : CYBER GROUP STUDIOS

Available Languages 
English, Arabic.

THE BOUNCY, BREEZY, BALLOONY ADVENTURES 
OF THE BEST OF  FRIENDS! 

Come with us to a land where everything is made from balloons! It’s a silly, 
squeaky, helium-filled playground! Everything is inflatable here: the trees, the 
buildings… even the people! 

Follow the exciting adventures of Paru and his balloon-elephant friend 
Balloopo ! In a big playground where gravity is defied, and no one ever gets 
hurt, the fun can be anywhere!

BALLOOPO ///// PRESCHOOL ///// 52x11’

https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/balloopo/


© GIMC, CARLOON - DISTRIBUTION: CYBER GROUP STUDIOS.

Available Languages 
English, Arabic.

MEET POM POM, A HERO WITH A VERY BIG HEART!

Pom Pom and his friends teach children how to observe, experiment, learn 
from mistakes and make creative decisions. 

Each episode invites children to participate as Pom Pom transforms himself 
into different shapes like helicopters, giraffes, or butterflies – not only 
encouraging interactivity, but also expanding a child’s vocabulary. 

Pom Pom is a show that encourages kids to make exciting new discoveries 
and use their creativity to solve problems!

POM POM AND FRIENDS ///// PRESCHOOL /////  78x7’

https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/pom-pom-and-friends/


© GIMC, KBS, CARLOON, DPS, HANSOL. BASED ON THE ORIGINAL STORY «CLOUD BREAD», WRITTEN BY 
BEAK HEE-NA, KIM HYANG-SOO. 

Available Languages 
English, French.

FIRST STEREOSCOPIC HD SERIES FOR PRESCHOOLERS 

On a rainy morning, two curious children find a small piece of cloud snagged 
on a twig. They take it to their mom and she bakes it into bread. When they 
eat it, they start floating like little clouds. 

This wonderful new series combines heartwarming stories and strong values 
with all the  fantasy and inventiveness of a child’s imagination. 

 Based on the book written by Baek Hee-Na.

CLOUD BREAD ///// PRESCHOOL ///// 156x7’ ///// 2 SEASONS

https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/cloud-bread/


Available Languages 
English, French, Mandarin, Spanish Latin American.

MIA AND HER FRIENDS: FROM A TINY LITTLE WORLD 
TO BIG ADVENTURES!

Mia is a young mouse who lives in the depths of a large house with her Granny 
Mimi, her friends and neighbors. 

Inquisitive, daring and fearless, Mia gets excited by everything and anything: 
she wants to see, try and experience it all! And it’s understandable - she’s six-
years-old now, the ideal age to discover the amazing world around her!

© CYBER GROUP STUDIOS - SARDINE PRODUCTIONS. «MIA» IS A TRADEMARK OF KUTOKA INTERACTIVE INC. 
USED UNDER LICENSE BY SARDINE PRODUCTIONS INC. 

MIA ///// PRESCHOOL ///// 39x11’

https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/mia/


Available Language 
English.

TAKE A RIDE WITH RAJU THE RICKSHAW!

Funpur is an imaginative, wholesome and eco-friendly place, full of colors 
and fun. It is unique in its ‘Indian flair’ and universal in its appeal. 
 
Here we meet Raju, his friends Tina and Charlie, and the whole Funpur gang, 
a ragtag team of trucks, buses, bikes, and boys and girls. 
 
The lively characters of Funpur learn to take responsibility for their actions, 
help friends in need, work as a team and even spell! But above all, they learn 
to have fun together! 

© ACCEL ANIMATION STUDIOS. DISTRIBUTION: CYBER GROUP STUDIOS.

RAJU THE RICKSHAW ///// PRESCHOOL ///// 78x7’ 

https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/raju-the-rickjaw/


Available Languages 
English, Mandarin.

© ALL RIGHTS RESERVED BY CHANGZHOU DINOSAUR LAND CULTURE AND CREATIVITY CO., LTD. 

WHIP UP SOME FUN WITH ADAM IN HIS BAKERY!

Adam and his dinosaur friends live in the beautiful and colorful forest town 
of Shangri-la, and right in the middle of this town is the county’s most popular 
bakery: Adam’s Bakery. 

Adam started as the talented apprentice of Miranda, a master baker. After she 
leaves, Adam steps up to run the bakery with the always-sweet Candy Sisters. 
 
They create the most wonderful and magical treats: lollipops that cheer 
people up, jelly that makes you invisible, and even a gingersnap carousel that 
makes you travel through timel!

ADAM’S BAKERY ///// PRESCHOOL ///// 52X13’ 

https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/adams-bakery/


Available Languages 
English, Arabic, Hindi.

AN ENCHANTING SERIES FOR OUR YOUNGEST VIEWERS!

Patch Pillows is a delightful and charming pre-school series about a group of 
patchwork pillows who are stitched together with different fabrics, and they 
all mix and match!

Living in the colorful Patch Valley, the loveable characters spend their days 
searching for adventure and having endless amount of fun, all while teaching 
the audience about letters, numbers, shapes, and colors. 

© GDC AGOGO 2011. DISTRIBUTION : CYBER GROUP STUDIOS.

PATCH PILLOWS  ///// PRESCHOOL ///// 78X7’ 

https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/patch-pillows/


Available Languages 
English, French, Czech.

WELCOME TO THE BELLFLOWERS!

At the foot of a beautiful green hill, far from the prying eyes of humans, lives 
an exceptional family of adorable rabbits: the Bellflower family!
 
Papa Bramble, Aunt Zinia and their five little bunnies Poppy, Violet, Mistletoe, 
Periwinkle and Dandelion are a close-knit and affectionate group who 
cherish family above all else.

Now available in HD

THE BELLFLOWER BUNNIES ///// PRESCHOOL ///// 52x26’ ///// 3 SEASONS

© 2007 TF1 - EURO-VISUAL - TOONCAN PRODUCTIONS XIV - DISNEY TELEVISION FRANCE
© 2004 TF1 - EURO-VISUAL - BIG CASH - TOONCAN PRODUCTIONS XIV - DISNEY TELEVISION FRANCE

© 2001 TF1 - PROTECREA - TVA INTERNATIONAL IV - BANCO PRODUCTION - MELUSINE PRODUCTIONS

https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/bellflower-bunnies/


MOVIES





In an unknown time and place, a young boy named Fadi is forced to flee his 
war-torn home. Leaving his life and family behind, he must undertake the long
journey on his own, with nothing but a dream and a violin case.
Along the way, he and those who walk beside him will face many obstacles. 
Among his fellow travelers is Naïla, an optimistic, supportive, and fascinating
young girl. Together, to reach their new home, they will need courage,
their friendship, and above all...hope.
Guided by the music and love that fills his heart, Fadi overcomes these 
barriers and breaks down the walls separating himself and his fellow 
travelers from their dream of a better life.

Available Language 
Italian.

THE DUTY OF EVERY CIVILIZATION IS TO GUARANTEE EVERY 
CHILD’S RIGHT TO A FUTURE.

© GRAPHILM, RAI RAGAZZI.

LA CUSTODIA (THE CASE) ///// KIDS & FAMILY ///// 40’ 

Supported by

https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/the-case/


Our story takes place in Rome during the first festival of lights following the end of 
World War II. Hannah’s a young baker and pastry chef fighting to keep her family 
business alive despite of the difficult times they live in. In the Jewish ghetto, where 
you can feel the community’s hope for a better future, the bakery is a meeting 
place for everyone, especially for those living in the building above it. This shop is 
actually so appreciated that when it is threatened by the cold-hearted and greedy 
Commander Antioco, all the building’s residents team up and stand together 
behind Hannah. 

To save her family’s legacy, and herself, Hannah will need courage, determination, 
and all the help she can get… even the smallest gesture could make a huge 
difference!

As Rabbi Zaccaria says, “The only way a miracle can save us…is to make it 
happen”.

Available Language 
Italian.

ALL THEY NEEDED WAS A MIRACLE … THEY MADE IT HAPPEN.
© GRAPHILM, RAI RAGAZZI.

HANUKKAH THE FESTIVAL OF LIGHTS ///// KIDS & FAMILY ///// 15’ 

https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/hannukkah-the-festival-of-lights/


JOIN THE EXCITMENT!
 
The King of the North from the LIONSGATE franchise is back! 

Norm, his family and of course the Lemmings are going on three new epic 
journeys. This is going to be... awesome!
From receiving the Keys of the Kingdom and saving the Arctic to 
recovering a precious Chinese artifact that was stolen, Norm will need a lot 
of courage and will learn the importance of working together! 

Available Languages
English, French*, Brazilian*, Spanish Latin American* 
(*availalbe as 2x40’)
Free access : Arabic, Czech, Danish, Hebrew, Hungarian, Korean, Norwegian, 
Polish, Portuguese, Romanian, Russian, Swedish, Turkish, Ukrainian

© NORM HOLDINGS - LLC.- ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

NORM OF THE NORTH ///// KIDS  ///// 3x90’ 

https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/norm-of-the-north-family-vacation/
https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/norm-of-the-north-keys-to-the-kingdom/
https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/norm-of-the-north-king-sized-adventure/


Available Languages
English, French, Brazilian, Spanish Latin American.

THE PACK IS BACK FOR 3 PAWSITIVELY THRILLING ADVENTURES!  

Kate and Humphrey from the LIONSGATE franchise are back, this time 
with their 3 wolves pups Stinky, Runt and Claudette for their coolest 
adventure yet.
 
With courage, wits and help from their many friends, they protect each 
other and save their home. Nothing can keep them from being together as 
a family!

© LIONS GATE FILMS INC. SPLASH ENTERTAINMENT LLC ALL RIGHTS RESERVED 

ALPHA & OMEGA ///// KIDS  ///// 3x45’  

https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/alpha-omega-the-big-fureeze/
https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/alpha-omega-dino-digs/
https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/alpha-omega-journey-to-bear-kingdom-2/


GET READY FOR AQUATIC ADVENTURES UNLIKE ANY OTHERS! 

Join Olly, Beth and their undersea friends for the journeys of a lifetime, as 
they meet new friends, discover new lands and have a lot of fun along the 
way. 

But careful, the path is filled with danger: can obstacles this big be  
overcome by heroes this small? Together, they can do anything! 

Come share the magic, excitement and adventure in the three Dive Olly 
Dive movies.

DIVE OLLY DIVE ///// PRESCHOOL  ///// 3x80’ 

© 2013 SPLASH ENTERTAINMENT - LLC - ALL RIGHTS  RESERVED

Available Languages 
   English, French
   English, French, Japanese
    English, French

https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/dive-olly-dive-and-the-octopus-rescue/
https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/dive-olly-dive-and-the-pirate-treasure/
https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/dive-olly-dive-a-heros-magical-quest/


NOTES
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+33 6 88 06 28 73
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